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About This Game

Little Cells
Quick and fun 2D puzzle high-score game.

Look through a microscope and discover a small world made of ever expanding cells of 3 colors.
Launch a cell against one of the same color to make them both disappear.

Launch it against a cell of a different color and a new cell of the third color will be created.
But beware! Cells are aging and become sick and dark. They might spread out and contaminate the whole system.

Create white cells to help you cure this disease before it’s too late.
Try to stay alive the longer you can, and beat your score or your friends’ high scores.

Key Features
- Simple and addictive original gameplay for all.

- Short albeit intense game sessions.
- Available for Windows, Mac & Linux.

- Steam Play.
- Steam Achievements.
- Steam Trading Cards

- Friends and worldwide Leaderboards.
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Title: Little Cells
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Fully Bugged
Publisher:
Fully Bugged
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1 / Shader Model 2.0

Storage: 30 MB available space

English
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I remember "Under a Killing Moon" as one of those gems growing up as well as the many other Tex Murphy adventures. I
consider the title a "Cult Classic" of point and click adventures. It's definitely a collector's item or beam of nostalgia to the old
school gamers out there. You won't be disappointed if were gaming in the 90's.. This is so much fun. I spent a bunch of time
playing it today when I should have been working. This is going to be my lunch hour game for a while to come. Nice job all
round. The range of alien designs reminds me of Atari's "Space Duel"; always something new and shiny to shoot and\/or be
surprised by.. Honestly... The game was great!!

(Level 10 is Awful!). I like this game, but its one of those where I wish Steam had a "Maybe" vote instead of just Yes or No.

Pros
Fun mix of Audioshield and ZenBlade\/Fruit Ninja style gameplay.
An interesting mechanic with the Tower Defense playing in the background, tied to how well you are doing slashing
beats.
Automatically generated beatmap doesn't feel too off in the songs I've tried so far. Having custom beatmaps is a plus.
Many of the swords work different. Rapier can't slash beats, only 'stab', for example.

Cons
UI needs some work, especially during a game (accidently hitting reset can happen if you are getting a bit crazy with
your sword slashes)
It's hard to pay attention to the castle\/minion bars in any song that isn't somewhat slow, especially on Medium\/Hard
Beats are a bit large, can't see past them to prepare for subsequent beats.
Sword slash detection can feel off, the 'cutting edge' isn't very generous (like in say, Fruit NInja)

Middle Ground
The Tower Defense thing is a nice, unique touch, but it isn't very flashy or obvious. Some improvements to it could
make it stand out.
Succesfully cutting a beat doesn't make a sound, though that may or may not interfere with the song (option?)

 Final Verdict (as of 7\/13\/16 version)
It's fun and interesting. I like it a lot, but I cannot suggest it at this price point. It needs some work in the UI and
control department, but they aren't extremely bad, just 'passable'.

It gets a Yes from me though, as the Pros outweigh the Cons.. CONs: Only one trading card and no achievements.
Levels can be finished with a simple exercise of dodging enemies. Soundtrack gets me nervous. There isn't any score
system (it may be a fundant pillar of the shmup genre). Controls should be remapped (moving my bug with Xbox's D-
pad is uncomfortable).
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PROs: nice storyline (even though an extinct mankind is still throwing nuclear bombs every six seconds), good
graphics.. i just bought it, but cant find the cars!!
pliz help!!!. This is an interesting novella. The protagonist is Amanda, who works at an advertising agency. A huge
project under her care collapsed because of a snafu at the printers, and has been put on paid leave. Unfortunately, she
has no idea what to do, since work has been her life since college.

For some reason, she decides to go to Nashville. Probably a whim. And there she meets Juliet, an aspiring musician.
They immediately hit it off. (Seriously, the second night ends with them sleeping together.) And together they start an
800-mile trip back to New York (where Amanda is based out of). Along the way, love grows stronger... and is then
tested as issues from Juliet's past rear up.

Still an interesting read.. This game is a bit different than your usual horror games. It has the player experience a
story. There is no ingame options menu, I guess the developer did that to make the player feel more alive, that might be
offputting to some. I've had a few frame drops here and there but the overall experience was nice. It got me interested
in a few things. In my opinion, a great indie game.

PS : The developer is a friend of mine, I tried to be as objective as possible.
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One of, if not the best, Choice if Games games, Heroes Rise: The Hero Project is hands-down great. It ties together great
storytelling, meaningful player chioce, immersive writing, and a believable world in a way few other games or books do. I don't
want to speak of the plot or characters, because you should go into this with a totally clear mind. Needless to say though, if you
enjoyed the previous game, Heroes Rise: The Prodigy, you'll love this one even more. Even if you didn't, give this one a try
anyway, because it improves on that game by leaps and bounds.. Old school gaming down to a T, nothing better.. Do you squat?
I didn't think I did.
This game proved just how right I was.

A fairly basic premise; keeping your arms raised and level, you have to squat; hold the squat for an amount of time, stand back
up and repeat. What makes this 'game' good, is how its presented:
Very chaotic. Very eccentric. Very computer. Very enjoyable.

You're in a large gym-like room, with benchpress benches that have weights being lifted by nobody. In front of you is a track. A
large structure emerges, not long followed by a weird, blob-like structure; the shape that you have to squat down into. While
each structure is the same shape and depth (the position you have to get into, and how long you have to squat for), the structures
may be joined one after the other, so you have to hold the squat for longer.

Yes, this could be recreated with a friend telling you what to do\/how long to do it (or perhaps a stopwatch), there is something
fun about the mad and chaotic world this game is.
And this is just a game about squatting; it pulls no punches. If you don't squat this might take a bit of time to get into, but it's
certainly enjoyable.

I'd love the devs to include other things too - there was\/is a japanese gameshow where the contestants have to fit into specific
shapes (rather than just squatting). This could - probably quite easily - be included in this kind of game.. This may not be full of
people but soon it will.
From what I have seen already i've had a laugh and messed around with a few people that I randomly came across but when you
take time into your own lounge it can become a forest, a moutain range and many more.
I can't wait for more thing to be released to this game but from what it is now i'm loving it .

If you have an intrest in this game talk to zukas or look in the guides

This game is for people who like to create a world of there own and to share stuff \/ play with the community.
I would recommend this to many people and i hope some other people start to play as well.. Ahh memories :). Did the
Achievements and was done with it... The game is not bad but don't run good on Modern PCs and it's too troublesome on the
gameplay part.... Brilliant especially with Enemy within DLC

Played this on my dads account since it came out. No. Don't even think to buy it. The framerate is impossible even with an high
spec computer. This game is a joke. Never asked for a Steam refund but that's the first time I did.. I didn't recieve the DLC. I
dont recommend buying this because I didn't get it on my account.
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